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Motivated by the see-saw mechanism for neutrinos which naturally generates small neutrino
masses, we explore how a small GUT-scale mixing between the Standard Model Higgs and an
otherwise massless hidden sector scalar can naturally generate a small mass and VEV for the new
scalar which produces a false vacuum energy density contribution comparable to that of the ob-
served dark energy dominating the current expansion of the Universe. The new scalar produces
no discernible signatures in existing terrestrial experiments so that one may have to rely on other
cosmological tests of this idea.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest challenges in particle physics today
is to understand how new physics, presumably associated
with energy scales that have not yet been directly probed
at accelerators, can nevertheless generate a vacuum en-
ergy density which is as incredibly small as that required
to produce Dark Energy to drive the current accelerated
expansion of the Universe.
We reconsider this problem in the context of an-
other example where extremely small mass scales can
be naturally generated in particle physics, namely the
See-Saw Mechanism for neutrinos [1–8], which generates
phenomenologically acceptable small neutrino masses
through small mixing between otherwise decoupled neu-
trino eigenstates associated with physics at vastly differ-
ent mass scales.
Our launching point is the existence of a Higgs particle
in the Standard Model, now verified at the LHC, which
opens up the possibility that other fundamental scalars
exist in nature, some of which might naturally mix with
the Higgs. There has been a tremendous amount of work
done in exploring possible implications of a scalar sec-
tor which couples to the Higgs boson via what is known
as the Higgs portal. (for early proposals see [9–11]) In-
cluded in the literature are proposals ranging from gen-
erating the EW scale from a much higher scale [12–14],
to coupling the Higgs to a Quintessence dark energy field
[15, 16], and most recently to possible cosmological con-
sequences of new Goldstone bosons [17]. Here we take
another complementary tack. We consider whether a
tiny dark energy scale can be generated from the EW
scale by Higgs mixing with a field whose interactions are
suppressed by a large energy scale, just as small neutrino
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masses are generated by the conventional see-saw mecha-
nism. We demonstrate here that if massless scalars exist
in sectors that are decoupled from the visible sector by
GUT-scale suppressions, then a natural mechanism ex-
ists to generate masses and vacuum energy contributions
precisely in the range of that currently associated with
Dark Energy in the Universe. This mechanism appears
quite generic and simply requires a small mixing, sup-
pressed by the ratio of the weak scale to the GUT scale
between the Higgs ,and any otherwise massless scalar in
a hidden sector.
It is worth noting that this mechanism provides a nat-
ural way to produce a contribution to the vacuum energy
that is of the correct magnitude of the observed dark en-
ergy. It does not however resolve the deeper longstand-
ing problem of why the total vacuum energy, including
contributions from the visible sector, is not much larger.
In particular, the vacuum energy contribution that re-
sults from symmetry breaking is generically negative, so
that if one were to resolve this problem by requiring the
ultimate true vacuum to have zero energy, a positive vac-
uum energy density would require a false vacuum state
today. Note also that we do not discuss possible ad-
ditional detailed physics of the hidden sector, including
issues associated with massless scalars, possible radia-
tive corrections, dark matter etc. The simple model we
provide is a proof of principle that a contribution corre-
sponding to the observed magnitude of dark energy may
arise naturally if additional scalar fields are mixed with
the standard model Higgs with GUT-scale suppressions.
II. HIGGS MIXING: A TOY MODEL
Let us assume for simplicity two scalar fields: φSM
and σH where φSM is charged under the Standard Model
(SM) and σH is charged under some hidden sector (H).
A simple form for the scalar potential for these can be
2written as (where x2 is taken to imply x†x)
V (φSM , σH) = V (φSM ) +
λmix
4
φ2SMσ
2
H +
λH
4
σ4H (1)
where one can see that the two sectors are coupled with
strength λmix.
Now one can go from the gauge eigenstates φSM and
σH to mass eigenstates, which we will call h for the Higgs
and s for the other scalar. The gauge eigenstates will take
on vevs of
〈φSM 〉 = v√
2
(2)
〈σH〉 = vH√
2
(3)
The gauge states have a mass matrix(
m2φ m
2
φσ
m2φσ m
2
σ
)
(4)
where
m2φ =
∂2V
∂φ2SM
∣∣∣∣
φSM=〈φSM〉 ;σH=〈σH〉
(5)
m2σ =
∂2V
∂σ2H
∣∣∣∣
φSM=〈φSM〉 ;σH=〈σH〉
(6)
m2φσ =
∂2V
∂φSM∂σH
∣∣∣∣
φSM=〈φSM〉 ;σH=〈σH〉
(7)
One can rotate to the mass basis via
h = φSM cos θ + σH sin θ (8)
s = −φSM sin θ + σH cos θ (9)
where θ is the mixing angle. The mass basis obviously
has the diagonal mass matrix(
m2h 0
0 m2s
)
(10)
with eigenvalues arising from Eq.(4) given by
m2h =
m2φ +m
2
σ
2
+
m2φσ
ǫ
√
1 + ǫ2 (11)
m2s =
m2φ +m
2
σ
2
− m
2
φσ
ǫ
√
1 + ǫ2 (12)
where
ǫ ≡ 2m
2
φσ
m2φ −m2σ
(13)
One can then solve for the mixing angle by equating
(
φSM σH
)( m2φ m2φσ
m2φσ m
2
σ
)(
φSM
σH
)
=
(
h s
)( m2h 0
0 m2s
)(
h
s
)
(14)
and one finds
θ =
1
2
tan−1
(
2m2φσ
m2φ −m2σ
)
=
1
2
tan−1ǫ (15)
A small mixing angle is obviously the same as small cou-
pling λmix.
Minimizing the potential when the fields are set equal
to their VEVs gives
vHS
(
λmix
2
v2 + λHv
2
H
)
= 0 (16)
or
v2H = −v2
λmix
2λH
(17)
A positive VEV requires λmix < 0 if we assume posi-
tivity of λH so the σH potential is bounded from below.
One thus naturally gets a small hidden sector VEV
compared to the Standard Model VEV via small mixing,
λmix ≪ λH . In the limit, ǫ ≪ 1 and from Eq (12) we
find
m2s = m
2
σ −
m2φ
4
ǫ2 +
m2σ
4
ǫ2 + · · · (18)
so that
m2s ≃ m2σ = −λmixv2 (19)
resulting in a very small mass for ms when λmix ≪ 1.
III. DARK ENERGY
If the new scalar is associated with a hidden sector,
it is natural to assume that its mixings with the visible
sector are suppressed by GUT or Planck scale mixings,
so we assume a suppression based on a ratio of masses,
λmix ≈ − (mH)
2
(MX)2
(20)
where, MX is some large mass scale. Then at the mini-
mum, assuming no vacuum energy contribution from the
standard model sector
|V | ≈ (mH)
2
4(MX)2
v2v2H −
λH
4
v4H ≈
(mH)
4
16λH(MX)4
v4. (21)
If we assume this energy scale accounts for the observed
scale of dark energy in the universe ≈ 2×10−12GeV then
we find the appropriate mass scale, M∗, is given by,
M∗ ≈ 7.7× 1015
(
1
λH
)1/4
GeV (22)
3Depending upon the value of λH , a GUT scale suppres-
sion in mixing for this new scalar will naturally result in
a contribution to vacuum energy corresponding to the
scale of the dark energy density in the universe.
As we have noted, this vacuum energy contribution
from the hidden sector will be negative. Therefore for
this contribution to correspond to the observed dark en-
ergy we would need to reside in a false vacuum state, and
we need to make a standard assumption that the cosmo-
logical constant problem is solved by somehow requiring
that the cosmological constant in the true ground state
is zero.
The possibility that we reside in a false vacuum state
is not unreasonable, given the parameters of this model.
The relevant mass of the new scalar is comparable to the
temperature today if λH is of order 10
−4. In this case,
depending upon the value of λH , thermal effects might
preserve a VEV at or near zero for the s field until the
universe cools below its current value. The details of
a possible departure from zero over recent cosmological
time would then depend on the detailed nature of the
hidden sector potential, with possibly observable cosmo-
logical implications.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGY
The introduction of new nearly massless scalars mixed
with the standard model necessarily induces possibly
terrestrial experimentally observable effects, from Higgs
disappearance phenomena to long range forces [18, 19].
Given the small mixing envisaged here impacts on Higgs
production and decay, and radiative effects at the weak
scale will clearly be unobservable.
Long range forces are another matter however. Given
the weakness of gravity, new nearly massless scalars that
might impact upon, say, Weak Equivalence Principle
(WEP) measurements, are severely constrained. Besides
direct WEP violation, such scalars will produce forces
that depart from 1/r2 on scales larger than the particles
Compton wavelength. Given the mixing envisaged above
to reproduce the dark energy density today, we find the
effective long-range force induced by this new scalar in
interactions with quarks, for example, introduces a force
FH on scales shorter than the inverse mass of the new
scale, compared to the gravitational force FG of
FH ≃
(
MPl
M∗
)2 (mH
M∗
)4 1
λH
FG. (23)
Unfortunately this is well below the scale of forces that
can be probed by small 1/r2 or weak equivalence princi-
ple probes [20–24].
Thus, it would seem at present that the only probe of
such new physics involves cosmology. The dark energy
equation of state would depend on whether we continue
to reside in a false vacuum (i.e. w = −1) or have begun
to move away from it.
V. MODEL BUILDING AND NATURALITY
The potential in Eq (1) implies that the new scalar
in question is precisely massless before couplings to the
Higgs are incorporated. It is hard to know if this is a
reasonable assumption or whether issues of radiative cor-
rections and vacuum stability will be problems without
knowing the physics of the hidden sector. Perhaps scal-
ing or conformal symmetry might preserve this, broken
only by couplings to the standard sector. Imposing a zero
mass idoes seem less arbitrary at this point than impos-
ing an arbitrarily fine tuned small mass in the a scalar
field Lagrangian in order to generate a viable dark energy
scale.
The possibility of an additional scalar in a hidden sec-
tor which gets a small mass by symmetry breaking also
introduces a host of new phenomenological possibilities
which can be further explored. For example, if it is
charged under a gauge symmetry then there will be as-
sociated with it a gauge field with a small mass, which
might also mediate possible short range forces. Alterna-
tively, in the absence of an additional gauge group there
could exist a massless Goldstone mode, which might have
its own cosmological impacts (i.e. [17, 25, 26]).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The puzzle of dark energy appears, within the context
of the standard model, to be the biggest fine-tuning puz-
zle in physics. As we have shown here, it is possible to
generate a contribution to the vacuum energy density on
the order of the observed dark energy without introduc-
ing absurdly low energy scales directly into models, al-
lowing mixing with a hidden sector at a reasonable GUT
scale in analogy to a neutrino see-saw. A hierarchy of
scales is naturally generated in which the EW scale is
the large energy scale, and the dark energy scale is the
low energy scale. In this case, we are required to be
in a false vacuum today. Whether our mechanism can
be incorporated naturally into a fully phenomenological
particle physics framework remains to be seen. However,
it does open the possibility that a solution to at least
the fine-tuning puzzle in the context of a solution to the
deeper cosmological constant puzzle may involve solving
a potentially simpler Higgs-saw puzzle.
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